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Background
Given the complexity of the business environment and increasing expectations from Company
Boards and Regulators, it's not surprising that the role of the governance, risk and compliance
professional isn't getting any easier.
In light of this increasing complexity and heightened expectations, research was undertaken to
understand the nature of these roles in organisations, and what could be done to enhance the
ability to deliver value.
A survey was conducted during June – August 2015 seeking opinions from Australian based
governance, risk and compliance professionals. The answers were provided anonymously and
were not attributed to any organisation or individual.

Need to know
The majority of governance, risk and compliance professionals said they were consulted and
their advice relied on when the business was making decisions (65% and 57% respectively).
However, 70% also said there were situations when they weren't asked to participate or provide
advice on a decision that they felt they should have been. 60% said there were decisions on
which they hadn't been able to persuade the stakeholder to accept their advice. Training,
coaching or development in leadership and business acumen was seen as advantageous to
helping them be more influential.
More than 80% of respondents thought that understanding and knowing how to effectively
manage and motivate behaviour change would help them do their job more effectively. And yet,
only 5% of respondents receive frequent training in how they can understand and manage
behaviour change.
Why care? Having a behaviourally adept and commercially astute governance, risk and
compliance team, who can successfully influence and negotiate with business leaders, will lead
to better organisational outcomes.
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What did the survey find?
The majority of respondents classified themselves as a risk professional, followed by compliance
professional.Respondents were also from a range of hierarchical levels, with more than 65% classifying
themselves as being at senior manager level or above.

The results highlighted that:
Over 65% of respondents said they were frequently consulted on important business decisions.
57% said their advice was often relied on by the business to make decisions.
That said, close to 70% of respondents said that in the last 12 months they faced a situation where
they weren't asked to participate or provide advice on a decision that they felt they should have
been involved with.
Additionally, 60% of respondents said that there were decisions on which they hadn't been able to
persuade the business stakeholder to accept their advice.
This is not due to a lack of confidence. More than 61% of respondents had a high or very high level
of confidence in persuading their stakeholders to accept their advice. Just under9% were at low or
very low level of confidence.
Not surprisingly, over 97% of respondents saw stakeholder management as an important part of
their role.
In terms of training, coaching or support to help them be more influential, the majority of
respondents were seeking either leadership training and coaching (ie emotional intelligence,
behavioural skills) or strategy/business acumen training and coaching (ie strategic thinking,
systems thinking, decision making), or a combination of both.
77% of respondents viewed behaviour change as an important (rated as usually and always) part
of securing good governance, risk and compliance outcomes.
Additionally, more than 80% of respondents thought that understanding and knowing how to
effectively manage and motivate behaviour change would help them do their job more effectively.
And yet, only 5% of respondents receive frequent training in how they can understand and manage
behaviour change.
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What does this mean?
There's strong recognition that to be an effective governance, risk and compliance professional
theymust be able to influence stakeholders. In fact, being able to engage with, and ultimately influence
stakeholders on important business decisions is a fundamental part of their role.
However, governance, risk and compliance professionals are not often supported or equipped with the
influencing and strategic skills to do this.Most internal and external run training programs focus on the
technical side of the role, not the behavioural side.
There's an opportunity to re-look at the scope and nature of the training that governance, compliance
and risk professionals undertake. No doubt the technical training they undertake is important.
However, equally important is development activities and coaching on leadership and business
acumen.

Why does this matter?
Governance, risk and compliance failures are not quarantined to certain industries or geographical
locations. So, more than ever, success requires a new type of governance, risk and compliance
professional that maximises opportunities for organisations, while managing the ever changing
expectations of regulators and boards.
The professional must be strategic, commercially savvy, emotionally intelligent, and not purely
technically focused. With this comes growing emphasis on the behavioural side of the equation and
how they can be equipped to best influence outcomes.
Governance, risk and compliance professionals want to help the business make better decisions and to
be a critical part of the organisation. They want to be sought out and able to challenge when the need
arises. In short, they want to have more influence to help ensure better outcomes.
To do that, they need to move from a transactional relationship with their stakeholders, which is focused
on 'doing' things, to over time, a synergistic relationship, which is focused on co-creating business
outcomes. With those changes, comes a necessary shift in their mindset from closed to expansive.
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The question is, how do governance, risk and compliance professionals move up
the ladder of influence?
They embrace a new way of thinking and acting, and are willing to do things differently, and go beyond a
technical focus to a behavioural focus. They're equipped with the behavioural and influencing skills so they can
best engage with and motivate their stakeholders.
Securing this is about building capability across three dimensions:
Impact
Integrity
Insight
Through this capability they become better aware of their own behaviour and other people's behaviour, and
are consequently better placed to influence outcomes.
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What can I do?
It's important to consider this issue through two lenses: individual and organisational.

Individual
Governance, risk and compliance professionals who want to take their career to the next level should look at
the effort they are applying to understanding their own behaviour, and that of others.
Undertake a personal skill's audit and determine what gaps exist. From there they can craft a development
program that can include a range of different activities.
For example, this effort could include:
Undertaking targeted mentoring
Reading books on decision making bias, influence, change leadership and strategy design and execution
Expanding their field of view and participating in networking forums, where they'll be exposed to different
ideas (ie via “Meet Up”)
Enrolling in free open courses through Edx, Coursera etc on relevant topics
Seeking out development programs that go beyond the technical and focus for example, on change
management, decision making, negotiation, and influence
Finding ways to apply these new skills in the work environment
Setting key development goals that they want to progress every month, quarter and year can also help. It's
important to have micro and macro goals, and to monitor progress and learnings.This is about celebrating
learnings, and embracing progress.

Organisational
Organisations who want to grow the capacity and capability of their governance, risk and compliance teams
should consider:
Developing key competencies for these roles, that go beyond technical requirements
Undertaking a skills audit against those competencies and determining where the core skill gaps exist
Crafting a plan to close those gaps through either 'buying-in' new capability or upskilling the current
capability
Based on the identified gaps develop a program of activities to address. These activities should not
just be limited to face to face learning programs. It's best to include a range of activities that are
appropriately sequenced and spaced throughout the calendar year
Identify the metrics to measure progress
Implement the plan and monitor progress
Turning up the dial and equipping your Governance, Risk and Compliance team with these skills is essential
if you want to secure more sustainable and effective outcomes with your business stakeholders.
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What’s Next?
If you'd like to discuss options to grow your own capacity and capability, or that of your team, please don't
hesitate to reach out.
And, if you'd like a copy of a White Paper that outlines an approach to creating value driven governance, risk
and compliance professionals through behavioural change techniques, let me know. I'd be delighted to
send you a free copy.

Michelle Gibbings
Director,Change Meridian

E: michelle@changemeridian.com.au
P: + 61 404 880 953
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Survey Results
Which area do you work in?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Governance

7.9%

Risk

46.1%

Compliance

23.7%

Legal

2.6%

Combined Governance/Risk/Compliance/Legal function

19.7%

What is your job role?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Individual Contributor

12.5%

Team Lead

5.0%

Manager

16.3%

Senior Manager

31.3%

General Manager /Vice President

27.5%

Executive Management / C-Level

7.5%

How frequently is your advice sought by the business for important
business decisions? Important was defined as having consequences
for the business strategically or operationally
Answer Options

Response Percent

Never

1.2%

Sometimes

32.9%

Often

59.8%

Always

6.1%
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At what stage in the decision making process is your advice normally sort?
Answer Options

Response Percent

At the start of the process

7.5%

In the middle of the process

8.8%

Varies depending on the issue

83.8

Not sure / Advice not sought

%0.0%

In the last 12 months have you had a situation where you were NOT asked
to participate or provide advice on a decision with governance, risk and
compliance implications, and you believe that you should have been involved?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Yes

69.5%

No

30.5%

How often is your advice relied on by the business to help make decisions?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Never

1.3%

Sometimes

41.3%

Often

50.0%

Always

7.5%

In the last 12 months has there been a decision in which you haven't been
able to persuade the business stakeholder/s to accept your advice?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Yes

60.0%

No

40.0%
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On a scale of 1 - 5 how confident are you in persuading senior stakeholders
to accept your advice? (1 being very low, and 5 being very high)
Answer Options

Response Percent

1 (very low)

0.0%

2 (low)

8.8%

3 (medium)

30.0%

4 (high)

57.5%

5 (very high)

3.8%

Do you see stakeholder management as an important part of your role?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Yes

97.5%

No

2.5%

What training, coaching or support would most help you be more influential
in your role?
What training, coaching or support would most help you be more influential in your role?
Please note you can select more than one option for this question.

70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Technical Based
training and
coaching (ie
additional
Governance. risk
and compliance skills)

Leadership
training and
coaching (ie
emotional
intelligence.
behavioural skills)

Strategy and business Peer support
acumen training
and coaching (ie
strategic thinking.
systems thinking.
decision making skills)

Mentoring
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In your current organisation, how important is the issue of behaviour change
in the context of securing good governance, risk and compliance outcomes?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Not at all important

3.7%

Somewhat important

19.5%

Usually important

35.4%

Always important

41.5%

In your organisation, will this level of importance change over the next 12 months?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Remain the same

47.6%

Increase in importance

51.2%

Decrease in importance

1.2%

Have you received training in understanding and managing behaviour change?
Answer Options

Response Percent

No

35.0%

Once

11.3%

Occasionally

48.8%

Often

5.0%

Would understanding and knowing how to effectively manage and
motivate behaviour change help you do your job more effectively?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Yes

82.5%

No

3.8%

Not sure

13.8%
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What's the biggest challenge in your role?
Respondents were asked what represented the biggest challenge in their role. The answers spanned
a number of key themes:
Managing the organisation's large change agenda combined with increased regulator scrutiny
Lack of time and resources to carry out role effectively
Being able to influence the culture – so it is not solely sales focussed, but considers risk/compliance
implications
Securing buy in and being able to influence stakeholders
Senior management seeking definitive answers in a non-definitive regulatory environment, and
managing competing priorities
Changing long held, deeply embedded beliefs, behaviours, culture and old fashioned management
styles
Getting compliance / risk to be seen as a value add, not a cost

What's the biggest opportunity in your role?
Respondents were asked what represented the biggest opportunity in their role. The answers spanned a
number of key themes:
Establishment of CPS 220, which provides a regulatory mandate to elevate risk management
Achieve better understanding of uncertainty in decision making
Change the business' perception so that effectively managing risks leads to better business results
Compliance, governance and risk to be seen and embraced as a valued component of the business
and central to success
Influencing cultural change through leveraging of effective GRC frameworks
Embedding an enhanced framework to manage risk, reduce uncertainty, and prevent incidents
Build capability
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